Paris at the heart of Europe
Grand Paris

around €600 Billion GDP

over 30% of French GDP (for less than 19% of the mainland population)

843,000 companies

NEARLY 150,000 RESEARCHERS

11.7 million inhabitants

5.7 million JOBS
Grand Paris: A solution to the challenges facing world cities

- International competition between cities
- Housing shortage
- Pollution
- Congested transport infrastructures
- Territory and social imbalance
The transport network, which is currently based on a radial system, needs to be rounded out.

Travel saturated by having to go through the centre.
The answer to build a ring route: the Grand Paris Express

More fluid, rapid transit
200 km of lines and 68 new stations
Grand Paris, a leading metropolitan area

- **68 stations**
  - And 7 technical centres

- **2,000,000 passengers** per day

- **100 % accessible**
  - For people with reduced mobility

- **90 %** of network underground

- **100 % automatic**
  - Guarantee of regular service, stability, comfort and safety

- **1 train** every 2 to 3 minutes

- **200 KM of lines**
  - added to the existing 200 km Île-de-France (metro and RER)

- **55 km/h***
  - Travelling at the speed

* on average
A revolution for residential and economic mobility

Today
53 min

Tomorrow
34 min

Gain
19 min
Accessibility improvement: a few examples
The diverse landscapes of Grand Paris
A station for each territory

- Stations in city centres
- Stations in new urban centralities
- Stations as gateways to the city
- The iconic Grand Paris stations
The architectural diversity of the Grand Paris Express stations

Noisy-Champs station

Le Bourget Airport station

Vitry Centre station

Orsay - Gif station
Over 130 worksites in progress

€20 billion already invested
Major underground excavation work already engaged